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TRAINS COLLIDE

show the boys all the points of inter
on the way and at the cliff dwell
ings. His knowledge of camp life also

est

HAIL DAMAGED GREEN HOUSES

BANDITS B URNED

CITY EDITION

AUTO STUCK IN MUD
Attorneys William G. Haydon and
Louis C. Iifeld discovered yesterday
afternoon that the proceedings usual
ly employed in court will not work
16-HOUR
when applied to automobiles. Re
a
turning from
fishing trip they got
stuck in the mud at Onava, Ilfeld's
machine relusing to budge, due to the
forethought of its owner, who left his
chains carefully put away at borne in
his garage. Messrs. Haydon and Ii SUPREME COURT OF
UNITED
feld moved a continuance of travel,
STATES DECLARES IT IS
which the . auto speedily overruled
CONSTITUTIONAL
without argument. They then tried
mandamus proceedings but the ma
SUPREME COURT SO HOLDS chine refused to obey the command, HANDS DOWNA DECISION
and instead, committed the gentlemen
to three hours' solitary isolation on
BALTIMORE
RENDERS OPINION IN TEST CASE the
& OHIO
RAILROAD
country roadside. Habeas corpus
COMPANY
BROUGHT BY DR. J. A. JOHNLOSES CASE BEproceedings were started by the at
torneys and were still pending when
FORE HIGHEST TRIBUNAL
SON,. OF MISSOURI
another auto party came up and res
cued the lawyers. Mr. Iifeld had his
piJRE FOOD LAW DEFECTIVE machine hauled Into town this morn WHAT THE ACT PROVIDES
ing by a team.

Considerable damage was done yesterday afternoon by the hail to the
buildings and gardens of the Laa
Vegaa Green Houses of which Perry
Onion is the proprietor.
The new
green bouses were not damaged as
the glass is of double strength and
is capable of resisting the roughest
of hail storms. ; The older buildings,
however, got the full benefit of the
storm, many square feet of glass be-- DRUGS MAY BE LABELED
AS
broken. Flowers and plants grow- CURES, THOUGH THEY BE ABing In these structures were consid
SOLUTELY INEFFECTIVE
erably damaged, although Mr. Onion
loss
discoveAad thiB morning that his

NOTABLE VICTORY

VALIDITY OF THE

prove of great value to the
young scouts. The scouts are fortun
HEAD-ONate in having him as a guest.
The scouts will form in line In front p-- of the Y. M. C. A. building promptly
at 8:30. Colonel Ralph E. Twltchell,
who is familiar with the country the
boys will visit, having made special
FEARFUL WRECK ON THE BUR study of Its history and ruins, will ROBERT J. SWEAZY, FORMERLY
make them a short address. David
OF SAN DIEGO, TORTURED TO
LINGTON EARLY TODAY NEAR
will
J.
also
veteran
soldier,
Leahy,
DEATH IN MEXICO
M'COOK, NEBRASKA
District
give the boys some advice.
Attorney Charles W. G. Ward will tell
DENSE FOG OBSCURED VIEW the boys how to behave while in San REFUCEE DRINGS THE NEWS
ta Fe county in such a manner that
i
District Attorney E. C. Abbott will not
ed the scene of destruction, In the
THIS FACT, TOGETHER WITH MIS file
ARRIVES gardens a number of carnation plants
any charges against them. Col JOSEPH HANSFELDER,
OF ORDERS,
UNDERSTANDING
IN
SAN
FROM
M.
which Mr. Onion expected to use In
M.
onel
FRANCISCO,
Padgett will tell them how
his trade with flowers next
to enjoy the trip from the viewpoint
BLAMED FOR DISASTER
supplying
AJUNO, MICHOACAN
were
levied to the ground.
of a journalist.
winter,
Mayor K. D. Goodall
Th
nrohahlv are ruined. Beans and
of East Las Vegas and Mayor SecunENGINE CREWS WIPED OUT dino Romero of the Town of Las Ve- VICTIM'S WIFE CARRIED OFF other garden truck also were destroy
eo. Mr. union una uwi uiouo a li au
gas will give the scouts official sanc
it will amount
IMPACT WAS TERRIFIC, DUE TO tion of both communities for making BELIEVED MRS. SWEAZY IS PRIS tomate of his loss but
MAKES IT UNLAWFUL FOR COM
IT APPLIES ONLY TO MISSTATE
dollars
hundred
several
to
the
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When
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probably
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trip.
HIGH SPEED AT WHICH BOTH
MON CARRIERS TO OVER.
MENTS
ABOUT
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El Paso, May 29. What is looked
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a
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am's apples, which likely will have
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prevent
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29.
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Re
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according
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Tne act made it unlawful for aay
Hansfelder says that the bandits
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speed
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coach
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government appealed to the supreme
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most of the casualties occurred. Both
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willingness
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were
twisted ste'al, beneath which were the command of the New Mexico Nation- In
shot and killed and a third child of the act.
July of last year, was called for
ter into negotiations with the United the commission the power to require
In the arguments before the supreme
mangled bodies of the engineers and al Guard has issued a general order trial today before Judge Nicholas. Do- dangerously wounded In their beds
near
here early today, by Jim Filder, court, the government admitted that States, for a general arbitration treaty reports of violation of the law; that
containing the records maoe by the ver had offered to plead guilty to
firemen.
along the lines laid down by Secretary the labor and expends necessary to
a farm hand, who had been working the construction it
put upon the law of State Knox, In the tentative draft make the reports constituted a taking
Aa soon as news of the wreck various companies and members of the manslaughter, but the judge refused
later snot ana wouid Drobably break un the natent
in the rifle contests of last year. to accept the plea because Dover ls ror wcvitue.
of the railroad's property without due
reached McCook, two relief trains, guard
nerin medlcine business in this country. On of this government's proposal now in
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Great
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29.
of
total
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figure
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United
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the
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brought here. It will be several hours
proposition
22.
H. stands fourth dore Roosevelt will deliver the ora quence of the serious conflict between anv suggestion as to the efficacy of
with
denials by the govbrnment. Both
rifle,
Company
.
States.
bafore the track can be cleared.
thta law itself and the order, drafted
the figure of merit for the entire tion tomorrow at the unveiling of a Peruvians and Chileans at Iquique, his prescription. It was stated also
in
The cause of the accident has not First
statue of Abraham Lincoln in front Chifo, yesterday, resolutions were that the biggest trust in the United
by the interstate commerce commisregiment.
ELECTIONS WERE PEACEFUL
been learned, but it la reported that
First Lieutenant Albert E. Hayward of the court house in this city. Elab- passed at a large public meeting held States, the medical trust, dominated
sion, were upheld as constitutional by
e
29.
order
Perfect
Lisbon, May
forcible by the
circuit court of the United States
the
a misunderstanding of orders was
of Las Vegas gained the rank of ex- orate arrangements have been com- here today, demanding the
regular physicians,
yesterday at the elections for the for
of all Peruvians from the would be delighted if the
the district of Maryland, where
medipert rifleman with a score of 343. But pleted for the ceremonies, which will expulsion
patent
held
were
constituent assembly, which
of Peru cine concerns were
six men in the entire regiment attain- be in charge of the Grand Army of Chilean capital. The consul
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are,
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for
home.
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HEAP BIG CHIEF
Sergeant R. G. Head, Musician I. K.
the directory of the republican, the PORTRAIT ARTIST
ONE INVESTIGATION
Lewis, Private R. I. Reynolds, "Corpor- ROOSEVELT CALLED
independent republican and the socIN SESSION
BANKERS
al William A. Cullen, Sergeant
G.
ialist
parties. In the other constitu
29.
The
Nashville, Tenn., May
TO PILOT SCOUTS Jones.
CONGRESSWON'TMAKE
encies
the regular republicans were
HINTS AT GRAFT
association
began
UPON TO TESTIFY Tennessee Bankers'
Company K made the best record of
The monarchists abtained
unopposed.
in
convention
t
annual
twenty-firsits
Jhe companies of the regiment.
from putting forward candidates dejtg
Nashville today with a large and rep- NATIONAL LAWMAKERS DECIDE
BOYS' HIKE TO FAMOUS
figure of merit is 40.32. Ih First
claring that the elections presented ALBERT
ROSENTHAL
GIVES
HOUSE COMMITTEE" WANTS HIM resentative attendance. The sessions
WILL BE LED BY
TO PASS UP INQUIRY INTO
no guarantees of liberty or sincerity.
regiment expects to WBkS'a-mucbetJohn Perrin of
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o'clock for an eleven day's tr
to the contracts to supply a water sys about the taking of the Tennessee this afternoon. He was born In 1836 commltee on rules decided to take no is said, the deficit in the postoffice trait of Associate Justice William R.
Santa Fe and the cliff. tiweVings ear tem for the target range at Las Vegas Coal and Iron company by the Unite! and was knighted by King Edward action on the Berger resolution, pro- department has been entirely wiped
former secretary of state, while
out and $1,000,000 surplus for tho Day,
Twenty-tar
will which Is three miles from any water States Steel corporation.
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make the trip.
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Representative
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MOTOR RACE
LEADING

DRIVERS WILL PILOT
MACHINES
EATING
FOR $35,000 PRIZE

Indianapolis, May 29. All Is In
Internationreadiness for the
al Sweepstakes race to be decided on
the Indianapolis Motor Speedway tomile
The
morrow.
'
brick oval Is in fine condition, the additional grandstands are completed
e
have
contestants
and the
their cars tuned up and ready for the
best of which they are capable.
The practice work augurs well for
the smashing of records. Practically
every leading make of machine, both
American and foreign, will be represented In the contest. Many bets are
already being posted and thousands of
dollars will change hands on the results of the great race. Five teams
rank In the favorite end of the bet
ting, the Benz, Flat, Lozler, National
and Marmon. The Simplex and one or
two other makes are also well thought
o? by the talent.
A most complete scoring and announcing system Is ready for the race,
and more than one hundred men will
be employed to keep accurate account-o- f
the cars in their flights around the
brick course.
The largo number of entries and the
size of the stake the winner will receive $35,000 combine to give promise of the most notable automobile
speed event ever held in the United
States.
Among the leading drivers who will
pilot the racing machines are Marry
Grant, winner of the two Vanderbilt
cup races; Knipper, who captured the
Tiedemann Trophy at Savannah last
November; De Palma, Strang,
Dawson,
Hearne,
are
whose
name3
others
and
Lytle
familiar on both sides of the Atlantic.
In anticipation of the race Indianapolis has suddenly become the Mecca
of the automobllists of the country,
and everr hour brings more In machines and on trains. Present Indication are that fully 100,000 visitors will
witness the race. The gates at the
track will open at 6:30 o'clock tomorrow morning and the big race will
start promtply at 10 o'clock.
500-ml-
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two-scor-

Dis-bro-

Bruce-Brown-

By special proclamation Governor
William J. Miila has designated Thurs
day, June 22, as the day on which
"The Call of New Mexico" will go
forth to every state In the United

States and many foreign countries.
On that day the people are urged to

GOVERNMENT ALREADY PREPARING TO INDEMNIFY THOSE
WHO SUFFERED LOSSES
Maxlco City, May 29. Measures for
the ultimate disposition of the lnsur-rectarmy and for payment of the
costs of the war are the first matters to which the newly created execir-tiv- e
Is devoting his official attention:
President de La Barra proposes to
dissolve at once the revolutionary
forces, using a portion of them to
augment the ranks of the rurales organized by General Diaz. The remainder will be given assistance to get
employment or to return to their
homes and will be paid off as though
having been mustered out of the
regular army.
President de La Barra Is consider
ing a measure for immediate paymert
of all claims made and proved agaln3t
the government. It Is proposed that
a committee of five be named to pass
upon all claims as soon as they are
presented by those properly qualified.
A clause will authorize the immediate
payment of euch claims as are ?n- proved.
Diplomats estimate the war has cost
not less than $20,000,000
gold anl
h
of this Is due
that perhaps
to damages sustained by foreigners.
Half of this amount is said on hi 5.1
authority to be loss suffered by Americans.
In the legations foreigners have
already begun arranging claims although the greater' part remains to
be filed. The claims of China will be
remarkable for the number of Indl
viduals demanding Indemnity. Al
most all of these will come from So- nora and Coahuila, where the Chinese
were victims of mobs. Reports from
Torreon received by the Chinese legation say the- number of dead In the
massacre on May 16, was 238.
Most of the victims were compara
tively poor and those surviving ha-'found difficulty In supplying them
selves with food. The Chinese reform
association of the capital today open
ed a subscription list for funds to
aid their countrymen. The claims of
Japan will be based on the death of
seven Japanese in Torreon.
o

send out postal cards, letters, news
papers and. pamphlets describing New
Mexico. The residents of the various
cities are urged to advertise the communities by preparing descriptive literature and postals to be sent to
their friends and relations in other
states. The result of the observance
of the day will be to advertise New
Mexico all over the civilized world.
A perfect flood of mall matter will
pour out of the new state and be
spread to every corner of the United
States. As a result many people
doubtless "will be Induced to visit New
Mexico with the idea of locating.
The proclamation in full follows:

one-tent-

Proclamation.
There Is great need that' accurate
Information as to our resources' and
the opportunities, to make homes, be
disseminated among the people of the
world, and it seems meet and proper
that a special day should be set aside
as a day on which all those interest
ed In the development and progress
of our growing and prosperous territory should make special effort to
cause Its manifold advantages to be
known to the outside world.
All boards of trade and commercial
clubs of the various cities and towns,
city councils, county commissioners,
newspapers, public spllrted citizens,
and visitors having an interest in the
territory, should on such special day
send to their acquaintances and relatives, or other persons living outside
of New Mexico, postal cards, pamphlets and newspapers containing articles and photographs especially de

1

scriptive of their immediate districts
and counties, and of New Mexico at
'
.arge.
Now therefore, I, William J. Mills,
governor of the territory of New Mexico, do hereby designate
THURSDAY, JUNE 22. 1911,
as the day upon which "The Call of
New Mexico" shall be made, feeling
sure that it will be made in such a
manner, that it will be answered by
many future New Mexicans who are
now residents of various portions of
our country and of the world at large.
It is suggested that upon this day
each citizen of New Mexico send out
of our territory at least one postal
card and as many more as may be
possible; that each commercial club,
of trade or other organization
of similar nature, send out in aa large
quantities as possible, postal cards,
newspapers and literature descriptive
of their several localities; that where
have
possible such organizations
printed a special postal card for the
use of the people of their several
cities and towns; that upon this day
all city councils and county commissioners cause to be sent out such descriptive printed matter as they may
have available; that upon this day every newspaper in New Mexico publish
some descriptive article or articles especially emphasizing the advantages
of our several cities, towns and districts, and that the people of such
cities, towns and district send to
their friends throughout the country
as many copies of such newspapers
as possible.
Done at the executive 'office this
the 27th day of May, A. D. 1911.
Witness by hand and the great seal
of the territory of New Mexico.
(Signed) WILLIAM J. MILLS.
By the Governor:
(Signed) NAHAN JAFFA,
Secretary of State.
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Golden Brown Yelvet Pump, with Square Silk Bow, one Strap, Cupid Toe, Goodyear Welt

STORM DOES

CELEBRATED

DAMAGE

White Canvas One Strap Pump, Cupid Toe, Goodyear Welt, very popular and dressy, per

pair.
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White Canvas High Button Shoe, Hobble Toe, Goodyear Welt, one of the most desirable models, (jj
A large

variety

of

$2.50 to

the newest models

In all popular

leathers, both Pumps and Oxfords,
-.

Q

$4.00

.

ESTABLISHED 186&

"BUFFALO JONES'

COMI NG
EMF
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- Flanders "20"

ARE YOU INTERESTED?
i
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:

Phone Haiti. 60
and arrange for demonstration date

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY. Agents,

OF GARDENS, FLOWERS AND FRUIT
LAND ENGAGEMENT
TREES SUFFERED CONSIDCIVIL WAR FOUGHT IN WEST
ERABLY IS BELIEF
VIRGINIA TOWN

FIRST

g

the

Season's Novelty

HAIL

ANNIVERSARY

will be extremely popular for the summer months,
in both high and low models.
A Rich Golden Brown Velvet will also be much
Also Patent Leather,
in vogue for dress occasions.
Velvet and Suede Pumps and Oxfords.

v

Home-Comin-

Col-leg-

We have jus! received the newest, most desirable summer models in Footwear. WHITE CANVAS
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For soreness of the muscies whether induced by violent exercise or inPhilippi, W. Va., May 29 The great
week, arranged by the
jury, Chamberlain's Liniment is excellent. This liniment is also highly local board of trade and the citizens
NURSES esteemed for the relief It affords in o Philippi in general, to commemorcases of rheumatism. Sold by all drugate the 50th anniversary of the first
gists.
land engagement of the Civil War,
DELEGATES FROM ALL OVER THE
which .took place at Philippi, began
Sick
IN
headache
a
disorGATHERED
results from
COUNTRY
dered condition of the stomach, and this morning under the most auspici
BOSTON
)
can be cured by the use of Chamber- ous conditions. The town is full of
lain's Stomach and Liver Tablets. Try
'
visitors from all parts of the state
Tinston. Mav 29. Many delegates it. For sale by all druggists.
atand the crowd is constantly swelled
in
are
the
country
over
all
from
new arrivals.
of
the
by
tendance at the annual meeting
RANCHER
official celebration began this
The
MOSQUERO
Trainof
American Superintendents
with a military salute and
morning
which
opened
for
Nurses,
Schools
ing
in
later
the
day a grand mass meetStreet
at
Park
three-dasession
ACCIDENTALLY SHOT
a
was held, presided over by Judge
ing
this
morning.
this
in
city,
church,
Alston G. Dayton.
Mayor J. BlackThe session was opened by the Rev.
the visitors and
Ware
burn
Sned-de- n B.
H.
RESIDING
NEAR
jwelcomed
David
SHROUT,
Dr.
and
Z.
Conrad
Dr. A.
J.
extended
Woods
Hop
greetings to
ROY, SUSTAINS PERHAPS
of the state board of education
in
the
The
oldsoldiers
attendance.
AdeM.
Miss
FATAL WOUND
welcomed the delegates.
response was made by Dr. G. W. H.
laide Nutting of the Teachers'
Kemper, of Muncie, Ind.- - The prothe reNew York, delivered
Roy, N. M., May 29. A regrettable
gram for the rest of the day included
sponse. Mls3 Mary M. Riddle, super- accident occurred near Moequero last a balloon
deascension, a band concert
intendent of the Newton hospital,
Tuesday which may cost B. H. Shrout and several addresses.
A. hia life.
E.
Miss
and
address
an
the'
was
home
He
livered
passing
Special programs have been arCrandall reported on Infant mortality. of J. D. Davis when he saw a coyote,
for every day of the week, esranged
on
the
Mclsaacs
reported
and went to the house to ask for a
Miss Isabel
for Decoration Day and for
pecially
present situation in nursing; Miss gun to shoot it. Mr. Davis
June 3, the closing day of
Saturday,
Massachuof
the
old daughter, Miss Liola Davis, ran
Sarah A. Parsons,
setts General Hospital, on the Impor- for the gun and in bringing it to him the celebration, which is the actual
of the engagement
at
tance of securing for superintendents the hammer caught against the door anniversary
One day has been set apart
Philippi.
their
to
was
run
the
shot
the
and
discharged,
powers corresponding
lDe om soiaiers, one tor tne males,
taking effect in Mr. Shroufs side. Ior
one for the native West Virgiand
.fleetof
the
some
hot
$tihe
the
three
of
the
days
penetrating
During
nians
who came back to the, "Mounto
lungs.
ing many matters of great interest
on this occasion.
tain
State,"
schools
was
of
and
rendered
called
Dr.
Gibbs
training
the superintendents
for purses thioughout the country all the surgical aid possible, but the
MEETING OF ABSTAINERS
will come up for consideration and condition of the victim is very seriClinton, la., May 29. The Iowa or
He is a man 35 years of age
discussion.
Many interesting papers ous.
on professional subjects are schedul and a well known homesteader. All ganization of the Catholic Total Ab
stinence union, of which Archbishop
ed on the program. The evening ses- parties concerned are prominent in
and
the
hall
the
affair, Keane of Dubuque is honorary presi
neighborhood
sions will be held in Huntington
dent, met in this city today for its
nnr! tTiA meetlne will close with a though unavoidable, is extremely
annual
state convention. During the
banquet at the Hotel Brunswick.
day the convention listened to addresses by a number of prominent
temperance speakers.
Prominent among those In attend
ance were the Rev. W. J. McNamee
of Joliet, president of the Illinois so
ciety; Rev. P. J O'Callaghan of Chi
A great many medicines used in treating- Contagious Blood Poison are cago, head of the national society,
intended to
up or reJ. Dougherty
composed largely of mercury and potash, and aresuch treatmentdry
cannot cure and the Very Rev. E.
But
move the humiliating outward symptoms.
of Mason City.
.
stomand
disease
weaken
the
so
often
will
use
the disease, and its continued
minwhen
And
these
too,
ach as to make a nervous wredc of the patient.
SECOND TRIAL OF HART
eral medicines are left off the smoldering poison takes on new life, and soon
Moultrie, Ga., May 29: The case
the old symptoms of ulcerated mouth and throat, brown, scaly splotches,
fallintr hair Rores and ulcers, etc.. return with increased virulence. S. S. S. of John Hart, who is charged with
the blood and keeping the
curesContagious Blood Poison by purifying
killing Will Williams, In an alleged
etomach and digestive members in perfect condition all the while by its fine family feud, came up today, for its
tonic effects. S. S. S. is a purely vegetable remedy, made entirely of roots, second trial. The killing of Williams
S. S. S. cures on the
herbs and barks of recognized virtue as blood purifiers.
the poison be removed from the blood, but also occurred more than two years ago.
principle that not only must
with nourishing powers. Hart and two of his sons were inthe circulation must be enriched and vitalized
all
of
blood purifiers and a safe, dicted for murder. On Ms first trial,
as
the
greatest
known
is
S
S
everywhere
S
certain cure for Contagious Blood Poison. Home treatment Book and medical which took place in October, 1909,
advice free. fa. H. S. is lor sale at arug stores.
Hart was convicted, but the verdict
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO, ATLANTA. GA.
was reversed by the supreme court
and a new trial ordered.
y
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The most terrific hail storm that
has occurred in Northern New Mexico;
in several years visited Las Vegas
and vicinity yesterday afternoon Accompanied by a torrential rain the
hail beat down upon the earth.
It
b said to have done considerable damage to fruit and growing crops. The
j
storm continued for about forty
during the greater part of which
bail fell. The icy pellets piled up on
the sidewalks and In the gutters to a
depth of several inches and did not
melt until late in the evening, as a
sudden drop in temperature accomThe hail stones
panied the storm.
were about the size of the small mar-tie- s
known as "pewees." No .damage to windows or roofs has been re
ported.
According to the rain guage at the
Normal the downpour measured .45
Inches. The .weather today has been
threatening with occasional showers,
bringing the total precipitation for the
two days up to ;49 inches.
There
is diversity of opinion as to the
amount of damage done by the hail.
Many of the crops have ust been put
iito the ground and cannot have been
hurt to any considerable degree. It
is believed the added moisture will
counterbalance any damage done by
the hail.
Great damage was done tender
plants and trees in the Masonic and
Jewish ceemteries by the hail, according to, A. Rainy, the sexton. Pan-sie- s
and other frail plants had been
set out a short time ago and were in
bloom on many of the lots. But the
storm hammered them into the earth
and nearly stripped some of the trees
of their leaves. The damage is the
more to be regretted on account of
the occurrence of Decoration day tomorrow, before the cemeteries can be
rebeautified.

Las Vegas, New Mexico.

The Famous Frontiersman, Who Will
Exhibit Motion Pictures of His
Wonderful Stunts With the Lasso
at the Opera House Tonight.

IS

Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
at the Opera Bar. Served from barrels on the bar.

(Zrysfal ice
CLEAN,

AND

PURE

HAS

LASTING

QUALITIES

Made from distilled water

mln-uteS-

ACCUSED OF MURDER
Jonesboro . 111., May 29. The case

OF QUEEN VICTORIA
Berlin, May 29 Earl Grey, visited
Berlin today for the unveiling of the
in Victoria
Queen Victoria statue
park. Interesting ceremonies attendThe statue was
ed the unveiling.
erected by the Daughters of the Empire at a cost of $5,000.
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STATUE

PHONE 227 MAIN
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GROSS, liELLY

Facts
About
Motherhood

(Incoporatod)

WHOLESALE GROCERS
and Dealera In
WOOL. HIDES and PELTS

BAIN

The experience of Motherhood is a
trying one to most women and marks
distinctly an epoch in their Uvea. Not
one woman in a nun-die- d
is prepared or
understands how to
properly care for herself. Of course near-l- v
everv woman now
adays has medical

It

fel

treatment

WAGONS-RAC- INE

VEBICLES-K-

:ia

SEVEN HOUSES
East Las Vegas, N. M., Albuquerque, N. M., Tucumcari, N. It.
Corona, N.

Rowe, N. M., Pecos,

Trinidad, Colorado
JJJJWUIIL

JlW.l--

N.M.,

.MlgBl

at tne

time of child-birtbut many approach
the experience with
an organism unfitted for the trial of
strength, and when the strain is over
her system has received a shock from
which it is hard to recover. Following right upon this comes the nervous
strain of caring for the child, and a
distinct change m the mother results.
There is nothing more charmingthan
a happy and healthy mother of chilunder right
dren, and indeed child-birt- h
conditions need be no hazard to health
or beauty. The unexplainable thing is
that, with all the evidence of shattered
nerves and broken health resulting
from an unprepared condition, women
will persist in going blindly to the trial.
It isn't as though the experience
came upon them unawares. They have
ample time in which to prepare, but
they, for the most part, trust to chance
and pay the penalty.
In many homes once childless there
are now children because of the fact
that Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound makes women normal,
healthy, and Btrong.
h,

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders
v

Classified ads. search out the people to whom among all
of those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth moit.

of A. C. Bankston, former sheriff of
Pulaski county, who shot and killed
Night Sergeant French of the Cairo
police force, was called for trial here
today in the Union county circuit
court. The killing occurred lnvCairo
December 3 last, and the case was
brought to this county on change of
venue. The trial is expected to attract much attention because of the
prominence of the principals in the
Any
tragedy.
special
The minute our parents stop
us the world begins.

GO.

&

woman who would like
advice in regard to this
matter is cordially
invited to
write to Mrs. I'inkliam at Lynn,
Mass. Her letter will be held in
strict confidence.

That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to someone who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were' advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
used machinery and furniture, article of usefulness of any
sort, and musical instruments.

j

As the classified ads. are read by all
possible buyers, of all
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders nf the
best markets!
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CLARK PLAYING

BEST BALL OF
Monday

YOUNGSTERS

o

SCORES

SATURDAY'S

R.H.E
.

8 15
9 15

TEXAS POSTMASTER REPLIES TO Brooklyn
Score:
BOY'S INQUIRIES, GIVING

2
2

R.H.E.

,

wan

O
Q

National Leagu
Score:
Boston ...

-

0

GAMES
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0
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0 1 2
Pitisburg
1
Cincinnati
5 2 Cfr
ColumbuB, O.
Score:
R. H. E.
Chicago, May 29. The outbreak of Chicago
7 14 2
Open tennis tournament at Chevy
CALIFORNIAN PUT UP GAME BAT
runaways in Chicago is more St. Louis
spring
Chase Club, Chevy Chase, Md.
HITTING
6 7 8
FITTSBURG VETERAN
Some habits one should want to break and
TLE BUT NEVER HAD A
acute this year than ever before, alScore:
Eastern States women's1 tennis
R. H. E.
PILL AND RUNNING THE
all
bad habits are bad to keep.
the
number
has been growing Philadelphia
though
CHANCE TO WIN
0 8 2
championship at Philadelphia.
BAGS LIKE YOUNGSTER
Dne
by
year
year.
to
wrote
larger
New
boy
York
2 7 1
British amateur golf championships
the postmaster of a town In the Texas
The Want Ad. Habit is the best all round
San Francisco, May 29. Outfought, begin at Prestwlch links, Scotland.
York, May 29. Fred Clark Panhandle saying: "Dear sir: Do you
American League
Sam Langford vs. Tony Caponl, 10 , New
good habit anyone can have.
outpaced, outgeneraled, everything but
seems to have taken a new lease on want to hire any cowboys? I can
Score:
R.H.E.
rounds, at Kenosha, Wis.
the weather ride, rope and shoot well enough to Chicago
outgamed Frankle Burns of Oakland
5
9 1
Matty Baldwin vs. "Kid" Taylor, 10 life. Last spring, when
Anyone who will read each day The Optic
other veterans take care of myself. Age, 19. Can Cleveland
was forced to hoist the white towel rounds, at
was
he
the
and
bad,
6 11
0
Indianapolis.
Want
Ad. page with a purpose to select the
back
fellow
another
out
take
If
be
so.
you
ot
to
seemed
the
team
going
say
Score: ,
R. H. E.
at the beginning of the seventeenth
Morris Bloom vs. Ray Bronson, 10
Chiand when to go out.' Washington
State
test
wages
the
that he may find and then
led
and
Fullerton,
this
opportunity
Hugh
3
10 2
round of hia fight with Ad Wolgast rounds, at Indianapolis.
to But the dreams of wild riding cow- Boston
follows up the "lead," will surely get quick
cago expert, to write an opinion
4
7 4
s
lightweight champion, Saturday evenTuesday
was given a
Score:
the effect that Fred was all In. Fate boys and
R. H, E.
success.
Annual regatta of the Harlem Re- has it in for "Hughey" and takes a cold shock, for the postmaster re- St. Louis
ing. Never at any stage of the battle
3 9 0
me shatter the hope that, Detroit
did Burns have a chance to win, but gatta association. New York City.
9 14
2
delight In upsetting his prophecies. In plied:- "Let
The Want Ad. Habit is the one habit that
bench show of the Day- this case Clarke struck his form as mayhap, has filled your young life
of
Score:
Opening
R.H.E.
hia
cut
round after round with
face
will help people to get what they want when
ton Pointer club, Dayton, O.
soon as the weather warmed up and with visions of romance of wild rides New York
....1 8 3
to ribbons and blood streaming from
,
endless
across
of
of
show
close
the
bench
leagues
they want it.
blossoming Philadelphia
Long had his usual good record at the
Opening of
8 12 4
of thundering, roofs and clashbis chest, his opponent and the floor, Island Kennel Vlub, Brooklyn, N. Y.
to
out
Is
he
prairie
Second
This
season.
of the
year
R. H. E.
game
Massachusetts
tennis
he faced the terrific volley of blows
champion beat all previous records. No other ing horns, of maddened herds in mid- New York
Telephone your Want Ads. to The Optic.
8
9 2
3
8 2
from the champion and never backed ship, doubles at West Newton, Mass. member of the team is hitting the ball night stampedes of panting horses Philadelphia
International Sweepstakes race for quite so hard nor so timely, and Clarke and swishing lariats of redhanded
up. Hia peculiar crouching defense
automobiles at Indianapolis,
Western League.
is as frisky on the bases and on the outlaws battling to hold their booty
saved him from the knockout punch
Score:
Reliability run of Missouri Automo field as a youngster. Indeed, few of in the granite recesses of
r. h. E.
until the last minute of the fourteenth bile club from St. Louis.
gorges. There are no fair and only Topeka
0
the youngsters display so much ener
round when Wolgast caught him off
2 9 3
Opening of race meeting at Salt gy. If ever a manager set a good daughters of cattle kings whose res- St. Joseph
cue from desperate bands of lowScore
R. H. E.
balance and landed a right swing Lake City, Utah.
example, Clarke is doing that very
browed ruffians will win for you an Des Moines
Annual
Devon Horse thine this vear. Fullerton
seldom
exhibition
of
0 4 2
to Burns' sore nose that staggered
Show association, Devon, Pa.
not oft easy life and a happy home. The Lincoln
4
.2
it
is
but
0
a
makes
good
guess,
the Oakland boy. He clinched desScore
Annual outdoor games of the
R. H. E.
en that he is quite so far wrong as In poetry of life has lost its metric measure in the golden West, and your let- Omaha
perately until the gong and managed
A. C. at Celtic Park, N. Y.
0 5 3
the case of Clarke.
4
8
1
to last out the round although Wol- - Jimmy Walsh vs. Johnny Kilbane, The cry of distress that New York ter came forty years too late to se- Pueblo
cure for you a situation that would
12 rounds, at Canton, O.
Score
R.
H.
E.
hooks
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Wiltse
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and
when
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vicious
up
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its facts to your fancies. It Sioux City
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and Devore was scratched last Friday adjust
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rocked his head again and again. The
may surprise you, Harry, and cause you Denver
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Thursday
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'your
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At
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Johnny McGraw is responsible for
Burns staggered into a clinch as the glewood, N. J.
year In the county jail. You will not
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presentation of daily happenings
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last Friday was one of the best things
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fertile depths at the beck of your in- and that
send 99 out of a hundred men to a
" Most of the runaways are Cure is the only positive cure now
nearly closed and his ear ripped. Burns
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he ignores his pain and arises to dustry
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irst intercollegiate balloon race only time that John T. Brush takes
Impaired action of your kidneys and
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ground
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and some
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of a cent,
have arrived here for the initial race of each glass of beer at
13 sold for 5 cents, the cost of
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meeting to open tomorrow at the
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new track recently built by the Utah the beer thirst Is shown to
hundreds
of thousands of dollars per
Jockey club. It is planned to hold a
six weeks' meeting here, after which day, out of which the brewers' profit,
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the horses will be taken to Butte, through ownership of the saloons
for backache, rheumatism, kidney or bladder trouble, and urinary
irregularities.
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Mont., where a thirty days' meeting
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Is there anything In all this world
that Is tf more importance to you recent report found that "the most
than good digestion? Food must be dangerous immoral Influence and most
eaten to sustain life and must be di- important financial Interest aside from
gested and converted Into blood. When regular disorderly houses are the dis
the digestion fails the whole body
I
women.
MATINEE
suffers. Chamberlain's Tablets are orderly saloons, admitting
MATINEE
e
such sa
a rational and reliable cure for Indi- Four hundred and forty-fivgestion. They increase the flow of loons were listed In the city and 929 g
AND NIGHT
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bile, purify the blood, strengthen the unescorted women were found In them
AND NIGHT
stomach, and tone up the whole dithe investigation. Another featduring
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a
natural
and
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gestive
healthy action. For sale by all drug- ure of the vicious saloons that Is
gists.
pointed out is the vaudeville show of
improper nature conducted in rear
Do You Have the Right Kind of Help? rooms. The owners of lake steamers
Foley Kidney Pills furnish you the should exercise more vigilance enforcright kind of help to neutralize and ing their rules. The sale of Intoxicatremove the poisons that cause back
'
ache, headache, nervousness, and oth- - ing liquor to minors should be absoCwefflh
kidney and bladder ailments." O. G. lutely prohibited on lake steamers.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
All gambling devices should be supVim. Vibration and Sparkle at Every Stroke
Vim. Vibration and Sparkle at Every Stroke
pressed on lake steamers."
In the Wake of the Measles
O.
B. Palmer,
The little son of Mrs.
Little Rock, Ark., had the measles. Foley's Kidney Remedy Acted Quickly
Direct here from Philadelphia, Willow Grove
Park The
The result was a severe cough which
M. N. George, Irondale, Ala., was
Greatest Amusement Park in America
grew worse and he could not sleep. bothered with kidney trouble for many
She says: "One bottle of Foley's years, "t was persuaded to
try Fol-le- y
Honey and Tar Compound completely
Kidney Remedy, andj before takcured him aid be has never been ing it three days I could feel Its benebothered since." Croup, whooping ficial effects. The pain left my back,
HiTniT?!
Wor,d's fuegel Horn Soloist
iXiiii f!U9H??cough, measles, cough all yield to Fol- my kidney action cleared up, and I
Cornet Virtuoso
ey's Honey and Tar Compound. The am so much better. I do not hesitate
?enulne la In the yellow package al to recommend Foley Kidney RemAND HIS CORONADO BAND, WHICH ways. Refuse substitutes.
O. G. edy." O. G. Scahefer and Red Cross
Xyophone Soloist
SOLO SOPRANO WITH OHLMEYER
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
Drug Co.
WILL GIVE TWO CONCERTS HERE ON JUNE 14.
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Boys' Blouse Special

$5 Fine Lingerie
Waists $2.93
special In fine
Waists for Tuesday and
Wednesday only. Fine Lingerie, wash Voile and
Marquesette Waists in a
variety of new style?, sizes
34 to 40, $3.50,
4.00 and
$2l95
$5.00. Special

A surprising

quality Madras Cloth
Blouse Waists, light, medium or dark colors, sizes
5 to 16 yeas, worth 65c
each, Special Tuesday and
48c
Wednesday

SILK PETTICOAT SPECIAL
New Taffeta Pettionnta tnilnra1
.......l
price $7.50, black or colored, special!

i,.

J
I

x..1

wm
11

TUL'i

Tuesday and Wednesday
Specials In Boys'
Knickerbocker Suits $4.75

Ribbons

Regular $6.50 values, double
or single breasted styles,
6 to 17 years, the "Indestructible" Suit, in fancy
patterns and our regular
blue serge line Is Included
In this sale for Wednesday
$4.75
only

Taffetas in all staple shades,
with raised thread border,
4
.to 5
Inches wide.
at
22c
Special

$4.93

3

pure silk Hose, a Lord & Taylor's number
in sizes 84 to 10, garter top, very thin, an extra
value at $1.00 a pair, Tuesday and Wednesday only, per pair
69c
NOTE We offer these in limited
o
quantity
cannot guarantee sale to last until Thursday.
A

Any $2.25, $2.50 or $3.50
Warner's Rust Proof Corsets,
New Models, all sizes

Balbriggan Shirts and Drawers for Boys, sizes 2
to 34, with or without sleeve, knee or ankle
length, at per garment
29c
Athletic Union Suits for Boys from 8 to 15 year
sizes, without sleeves and knee length, at, per
Suit
30c

two-stra-

Pumps..

"Ready-to-Wear-

$ 4.98

Closest Black Heatherbloom Petticoats

1.89

$20.00

Women's Linen Suit?,

Wash Dresses, worth from

Ira

Railroad
Avenue

yards all Linen Torchon Laces and
Insertions, good patterns. Insertions
and edges to mach; widths
to 2
inches.

Long Black French Serge Coats, new. '14.75

,

kid

glove, 2
clasp, in all sizes, our reg-

ular

$1.75

$1.49

gloves

Men's

-

riorsneim

......
VA1UIU9

Any white duck or linen skirt In the store at
54 OFF.

SAJ

ji

K
1

$5.00 Tan Speed

$5.00 Black, Two

Button

Fancy Fabrics, worth up to 40c; plain Fabrics,
worth up to 40c
25c
This offering Includes all of our newest and choicest stock, such as Flaxon,
Madras
Shirtings,
dotted
Swisses.
The
assortment also ofPoplins,
fers some
French lawns, all at 25e yard.

,

Sw.ell

Last

$4.48
$4.00 Tan, Rus- sia Calf, a nobby
toe
$3.49
Buy all vou

want.

J
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Store of Quality'

A mOft

NEW NEQLIQEE SHIRTS
sets In plain andgray, with the new style

detachable laundered collar to match.
these

at.....

Opposite

Castaneda

We offer
$1.35

Do you want a Man's Suit worth $12, $17.50 or 120
Guaranteed Ail Pure Wool, (Klrschbaum made) for

Hotel

n.m:

e.LasVegas.

$11.49

'

-

this famous

Wednesday's Underwear offering.
A special
offer to men interested In better than ordinary
grades of underwear. Cooper's White Cat Union
Suits always sold at $1.2g go at
98c

Extraordinary Sale White Goods

K A IW A

Wednesday

only we will have on sale

1

ALL LINEN TORCHON LACE,
7o YAftD
At this special price we offer 1500

The

and

Tuesday

4.50

up...

$5.00

Kid Gloves

MEN'S FURNISHINGS

"

tan only

$7.00

ss

Fownes

$1.75

2.85

-

Specials in

,

p

New

Tri-Color-

-

shlpmen of Children's
straw Hats, trimmed with
ribbon, just reeclved, enables us to furnish a $1.25
98c
hat for

$1.98

Misses fine ribbed cotton Vests and Drawers, long
sleeves, ankle length, 8 to 14 years sizes, at,
26c
garment

515-51- 7

Flags

Specials in Women's Pump
Tuesday and Wednesday
in our Shoe Department.
In all leathers, sizes and
widths, sold at $3.00 and
$3.60.
Best 1911 Models.
White canvass
one
$2.83
strap Pumps
Gunmetal
.
2.85
Pumps
Black Patent Leather

A new

$6.50

ss

ss ss

Event,

111

J-

Reduced

Wednesday Only

Summer Underwear for Boys and Girls

and 26o

Decoration Day Flags and
Buntings, Mounted and Unmounted
from 6x9 inches to S feet x 8 feet.

l M.(-

Children's Trimmed Hats

9 To 10 A.M.

BLACK ONLY

Tub Belts in the Embroidery with Pearl Buckle.
,33 special, at
19o

lj

i

Wednesday Is the
Last Day of Our
Great May Saving

LL- -t

three-stra- p

Saving Event Silk Stocking Special

Per Cent Dis
count on Ladles' Muslin
Underwear. Sale Includes
all Petticoats,
Drawers,
Gowns, Chemises, Corset
Cover and Combination
Suits.
75o Garments, Spe
cial at
50c
$1.00 Garments, Special at
67c
$1.50 Garments, Special at
$1.00
$2.50 Garments, Special at
.....$1.67
A complete stock of
beautiful snow white undergarments,
containing
garments up to $9.00 each
is being shown.
83

AV

KfA i.

11 II

V

Tuesday morning and Wednesday will bring our Great Money Saving Event to a close.
To say that it has been successful would be a mild
term. In order to make its last day a banner! j?ne,, we are offering some unusual values which JiaVnp(beea given before. Let us urge you
to take advantage ofthis last opportunity, to secure the remarkable bargains we are
offering. Any article bought can be exchanged. Reductions
made in all departments. Below we quote only a few of Tuesday's and Wednesday's Specials.

country.

Good

fa :tt ''lit:"

SALE CLOSES JUNE
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By the Norma! University .Class of feii
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Pfescfiplioiilst

IIISfORIC BATTLE

PERSONALS
has returned from an
enaea stay In
Washington.
G. T. ToomJwL
prominent attor- ney of Clayton, la here on a bus!
nesa visit.

.

The man who does ,tfae
weighing the measuring- -!
the manwbo knows how

,

and why the 'man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
In prescription filling. Every
prescription
leaving our
store is faultless from
any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we Till your

!ttat

flesh lp, its. standing
through
and volunteer armies and its effi
ciency In war. He believed arbltra
tioa Is the modern cure-all- .
he
said,-i- t
is as oJd as government
It
is not new
mui Human nature
changes, waf will be h arbiter of

nt.

A. A. Jones

.
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FLAG PRESENTED

peace.

THE NORMAL

In addressing the graduates in par
ticular thft speaker said: "Do net
learn peace but learn when to flgut
and what to fight for In the least
cruel way possible. Life is a struggle
and only as we struggle do we win.'
Dr. Roberts Impressed upon his hear
ers the necessity for honesty In motive in war as well as In the activities
of peace.
Presentation of Flag.
In presenting the flag to the Nor
mal, John A. Ross made an address
that will long be remembered by
those who heard it lie said:
"Mr. President the Faculty and the
Hoard of Regents, Normal Unlver- alty, and War Comrades:
"Dutlng the war of the rebellion
1861-there was established a chain
of forts aiouud Washington for tne
protection of the capltol. That part
of the chain south of the Potomac
river commenced with Fort Ellsworth
near Alexandra, Va., thence north and
west along on Arllngtou Heights was
located Forts Scott Barnard, Albany,
and Cochran3.
Richardson,
Myer
Seven great forts to defend the approach to the Long aud Aqueduct
bridges.
"Fort Richardson, so named in honor of General Israel B. Richardson
who was killed while leading his division in a chareg in the battle of
Anlletam, on that part of the field
known as the bloody lane, was located
on a hill in a commanding position,
about three-fourthof a mile south
of the It 10, Lee mansion and the
Arlington cemetery, In plain view of
the capltol and the president's manI

W. M. Miller of
Albuquerque, who

COMMENCEMENT!!

E

EXERCISES OF

NEED

THE ROOM

For a BIG CVR OF FIRMTI RE to arrive within ,
10 days. To male (he needed room we otfer-foSPOT CASH ONLY, do Mchanjfes

8TH JRADE

r

ATTRACTIVE

PROGRAM HAS BEEN
IT WAS MADE FEATURE OF OPEN
' 'VARRAN3ED
had been here several
AT THE NORMAL
days, left this
ING EXERCiSES'OF COManernoon for Raton.
s.tf
sT;rHrs'
evening
MENCEMENT VVEtk1'
Mr. and Mrs. George Rankin of Al20 PER CENT OFF ON ALL DRESSERS.
6 (111.Duquerque, are visitors in Laa Vegas.
M
PER CENT OFF ON ALL CHIFFONIERS.
The
commencement exercises of the
Yeeterdaf afternoon in the assembly
iney arrived this afternoon.
20
gra-le
PER
eighth
CENT OFF ON ALL CHINA CLOSETS.
Norof
department
room of the Normal unlver&ky occurthe
Miss oJsephlta Garcia returned last
mal university will be held this even
20 PER CENT OFF ON ALL SIDEBOARDS.
red the annual baccalaureate eddiws
night from Watroue, where she had of
ing in the Normal auditorium. Frletius
the graduating class of that in
20 PER CENT OFF ON ALL DINING CHAIRS.
been visiting friends several days.
of the graduates and of the Institu
The
stitution.
were
services
addvd
of
20
PER CENT OFF ON ALL BRASS AND METAL BEDS.
prescription.
Bertram Chavez, a student of the interest because of the
tion are invited to be present The
presence of
20
PER
.Normal university, will leave tomor- CENT OFF ON ALL BUFFETS.
program will begin a 8 o'clock. The
Sbermi.n Post No. 1, of the Grand
row for bU home in
20
who
PER
will
pupils
CENT
receive
their diploma
OFF ON ALL FINE DINING. TABLES.
Albuquerque.
Army of the Republic, which attend
are Leopoldo Enrique Armijo, Charles
E. R. Todhunter and family of Max ed In order to witness the presenta
20 PER CENT OFF ON ALL PARLOR SUITES.
WINTERS DRUG CO.
de Baca, Frank Watrous Condou
wen, are spending several days In tion to the Normal by John A. Ross
20 PER CENT OFF ON ALL ARM CHAIRS AND ROCKERS.
rrancls
Las
on
Marquerite Elizabeth Cousins,
flew
a
business
historic
Vegas
and pleas of the
battle flag that
Phone Main 3
20 PER CENT OFF ON ALL COMBINATION BOOK CASES..
Frank George Frederick, Mary Grau-barture trip.
over Fort Richardson during the civil
20 PER CENT OFF ON ALL LADIES' DESK8.
Carolyn Harberg, Ethel Leah
In
a
war.
Max Nordhaus has returned from
large
spite of the storm
20
Louise
PER CENT OFF ON ALL LIBRARY
Marie Jaramillo, Heln
Harper,
Albuquerque, where he spent several number of the fr'enda of the graduElizabeth
20
Noyes,
PER CENT OFF ON ALL COUCHES AND DAVENPORTS.
Skeichley Laughlln
days on business for the Charles II- - ates and of the Normal university
Moore, Mary Powers, John Stevens
NEW MEXICANS IN
were present.
feld company.
.
20 PER CENT OFF ON ALL MUSIC AND RECORD
'
CABINETS.
Reed, Raymond E. Robb, Frank Har- Dr. Frank H. II. Roberts, president
20 PER CENT OFF ON ALL HALL
Miss Cathrine Ward, daughter of
old Hanna Roberts, Ruby Jeanette
TREES, 8EATS, MIRRORS.
20 PER CENT OFF ON ALL NAVAJO RUGS.
WASHINGTON LEAVE Mr. and Mrs.' E. C. Ward, went this of the school, preached the sermon.
Henrietta
M.
Spiess,
Ramon
Trujlllo,
afternoon to Springer to visit Mr. and which was 'he principal feature of
TrujUlo.
GET BUSY NOW and dont wait until this sale Is ovtr and then
the program Taking as his subject
Mrs. Robert Aldredge.
The program will be as fol lows- Dr.
Roberta
maks
of
The
unreasonable requests. BUY NOW.
War,"
Necessity
STATEHOOD RESOLUTION WILL
Governor .William J. Mills will ar
Voluntary "Etude de Concert"....
N
spoke
eloquently.
rive
o
here Wednesday
PROBABLY BE LEFT TO ITS
attend the
Edward McDonald
Dr. Roberts took as his texts sev
festivities of the Normal university
FATE IN SENATE
Miss Cluxton.
eral passages from the Old Testacommencement .
invocation
The Rev. J. S. Moore
ment
containing the words: ''Peace,
R.
Music "The Union Jack"
ter
C
assistant
Major
Rankin,
Opposite Y. M. C. A.
29.
The
Hast Las Vega, N. fl.
New
Washington, May(
ritorial traveling auditor, has return' Peace, When There is No Peace."
Adams
Stephen
Mexico delegation in Washington baa
ed from a trip to Bernalillo and Va Dr. Roberts siated that since God first
The Class.
dispersed, and the bill 'Will probably lencia counties and will spend several said: "Let there be light," there has
Essay "Lessons From Nature...,
been no peae, no rest, in any part
have to make its way in the senate days with his family.
Ethel Harper.
Union Paciflo
is
of the world. Conflict has existed and
4.50; native cows and heifers $3.i
on
Recitation "The Death of Slavery"
"Kid" Wilson, the Maroons' new re
the members of that
dependent
United States Steel
78
6.00; stockers and feeders $4.76
exist. He then showed
will
always
Bryant United States Steel, prd
body alone unless, Indeed, some of cruit, arrived today from his home in how conflict exist in
..118
bulls $4.00(0-6.00- ;
calves $4.50
6.65;
church,
every
Carolyn Harberg.
i
the New Mexicans should return. Ex- - Anniston, Ala. He donned a uniform state and home. , There is a constant
western steers $4.755.90;
7.65;
Music "Ijo Again TIs Evening"..
this
afternoon
out
to
went
and
pracCHICAGO GRAIN MARKET
Governor George Curry and R. H.
western cows $3.005.00.
struggle between what Is and what
....... .... German Folk Song Chicago,
Hanna are still here; judge Fall has tice with the rest of the squad. Wil is to be. Tho conservatives cling to
May 29. Wheat, July 8S,
11,000.
Market
Hogs Receipts
son will be seen on second base to
Eighth Grade Girls.
Sept. 87. Corn,
53:
gone to Kentucky to visit relatives;
July 62
Id established principles and en sion.
steady. Bulk of sales $6.006.10;
Lowell
Recitation "The Courtln"
to
Ed:
the
morrow,
dope.
according
53Z.
Sept.
John Y. Hewitt of White Oaks has
Oats, July 35
deavor to preserve them in law and
Sept. 35
"From sunrise to sunset every day
heavy $5.956.05; packers and butchJohn Reed.
burn Is slated to pitch the game.
iff
.
Pork, July $14.87; Sept. blank. ers
gone to Boston; H. B. Ferguseon of
them upon the world the flng of the United Slates was
dogma
forcing
In
16.000)6.10; lights $.006.15.
"Memorial
Original
Story
Day
B.
R.
Schoonmaker
at
spent Sunday
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When "Hecklers" Reign.
The heckler Is a necessary complement to every political meeting, so
much so that he Is now dignified with
the title of "The Voice." He bobs
up In the most surprising places with
the moet surprising questions, and
though he is the fly in the ointment
o far as the candidate is concerned,
to the man in the street he figures aa
a welcome relief to the arid atmosphere of politics. There are candidate
who proudly boast that they welcome
the heckler aa conducive to the success of a meeting. But a candidate
must needs be a versatile and resourceful individual if he Is to come
out of the encounter with flying colors, for the average heckler seta out
with the express object of "upsetting
the apple cart," nd he is at some
pains to bring about this result Lon-
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THE LOBBY

RESTAURANT ANB CAFE

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS

THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE

ALWAYS

00 lbs.
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Notice Is hereby given to whom 1'
commended on his refusal to be label- days after last appearance of this art
LOST A Scotch Collie pup six or ed with a term which even Sir James vertisement, said estray will be sold may concern that the following
a French newspaper, that the ladles of
weeks old. light tan with Murray is shy of defining. There Is by this Board for the benefit of the scribed estray animal was taken up by Jerusalem in Biblical times were Im
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I white on
Mr. J. E. Nisbett, Stanley, N. M.
when found.
peded in their walk, like the ladies of
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to, we get a glimpse of how these
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Estray Advertisement
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were so tight that they Aould only
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when he says "You're a gentleman.
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years old, well broke.
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Queen Alexandra at Coronation.
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The whole of the crown regalia in
On left shoulder
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the Jewel house at the Tower of Lon
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overhauled
now
being
E. S. Bacon, 11 Bast St, Bath Me., don is
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On left hip
burnished for the coronation next
sends out this warning to raiiroaaers
my June, while a new state crown la be
"A conductor on the railroad,
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after
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The Inflammaregain my Btrength.
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tion cleared an I am far better than
Is
It
whole ceremony.
many years by this Board for the benefit of the
i.wi hwn for twenty years. The the
since the mother of a British sover owner when found.
weakness and dizzy spells are a thing
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
'
. ,h naat and I highly recommend eign last assisted at a coronation.
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O. G. Scahefer
Pills."
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Foley
First pub. May 27, last pub. June 8, '11.
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Continuous Advertising
S

WHAT makes your name familiar and

identifies it with your business. Continuous-nev- er
turning your back to give the other
fellow a chance when you are not looking.
5 If
you advertise occasionally, somebody else
may share in the benefit of your expenditure
by chancing to be in when you are out.
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LUCK A BIG FACTOR
BASEBALL CHAMPIONSHIPS ARE
OFTEN DECIDED BY SMALL

THINGS.
HOW

PITTSBURG

LOST

OUT

st

Fright

Tinker! stage

By HUGH S. FULLERTON.
Baseball championships often depend upon the slightest turn of the
wheel of fortune. Often a
pebble,
even a tough blade of grass, will
turn
the entire season and make or mar
the prospects of a club. Possibly the
closest Bhave ever a championship
club had was that of the
Chicago Cuba
In 1908.
That was the year that
Merkle forgot to touch second base,
the year that the Chicago club finished tie with New York after beating
Pittsburg In the last game of the season, and then won the pennant and
later the world's championship by
winning from New York in the play
off of the tie game.
This yarn is about that last game of
the season with Pittsburg. .There is
no harm In telling it now, but If the
Pittsburg club had known the facts
that day it could have claimed the
pennant and won it without an effort
The Chicago club had been on the
road, battling desperatetly to hold
even with New York. The Pittsburg
team, coming from behind with a tremendous rush, had unexpectedly leaped to the front. On that last day of
the season Sunday, the situation was
this: New York was done. If Pittsburg won the Pirates won thn npnnnnt
on percentage.
If Chicago won the
uUDs ana New York would be exactly
tied. Chicago was baseball cruzv
Over 32,000 persons piled into the
grounds to see that; struggle which
was to determine the championship of
the National league. The crowd was
banked around the playing field fortj
deep and every ball that was fouled
Into the crowd disappeared never to

return.

.

past

"The only time I ever got stage
fright," relates Joe Tinker, the actor-baplayer, "was the night I opened
in vaudeville this fall, and the cause
of It all was one of the wisest baseball
fans I ever saw in my life. He knows
baseball all right, but I never saw him
before and I certainly hope I never
will again.
"When I first started trying to act
It was pretty hard on the nerves, but
I got interested in the work which
was hard for me, and forgot all about
the audience. After one season I
thought I wouldn't have any trouble
and when I went onto the stage at
Danville, 111., to try out the sketch I
was as cool as if It was a ball game.
Down in the seoond row. on the aisle
ll

Might Have Won Great Battle of 1908
If Club Had Known Facta In Con-te-

With Chicago

aeiayed ten minutes. Th aitimMnn
was desperate in the seventh
inning
when the auto flashed up In front
of
the office, and a few moments later
Secretary Williams was able to furnish new balls as fast as the umpires
demanded them and the danger was

r""

j. Contrasts
t

'

Bird Census.
Did yon ever hear of a bird censua
a census of all the blrda In the
United States? One would think--" that
the result would be about aa uncertain aa the count of chickens before

"i
j
I

It waa generally remarked by those
who knew the two Buraon brothers
that they were strangely unlike la every way.
Charlie Buraon would devote hours
of serious thought to the disposition of
a button on the tall of a coat, the
height of a collar or the color of a
necktie.
Whenever he appeared In
public he seemed to hare Just escaped
from the bandit of & valet. At such
times a speck of dust would completely spoil the day for him.
Anthony Burson, on the other band,
seemed to regard clothes as a necessary evil and anything In the way of
garments suited him. He would have
been Just as happy In 111 fitting ready
made clothes aa In the best suit of the
best tailor In town. Charlie could
turn a pretty compliment and save a
situation, while Anthony might be
counted on Invariably to say the
wrong thing, and to say It awkwardly.
Conversationally, Anthony waa about
as agile as a hippopotamus.
Charlie could dodge an issue and
thus make friends, while Anthony had
an uncompromising way of blurting
out the plain truth, thus reducing people to a state where they could have
slain him joyously; in short, Anthony
was totally devoid of social graces,
but his eyes met yours clearly and
firmly.

Anthony got down to the Burson offat 8 o'clock every morning the
year round "and when Charlie strolled
in at about noon Anthony had broken
the back of a good day's work. Charlie was always apologizing for his bad
business methods and explaining daily
with variations that the Smiths'
dinner party the night before lasted
till 2 o'clock and that he really was
going to cut it out.
Charlie bad an expensive touring
car, while Anthony walked or took a
street car. The touring car helped a
lot when Genevieve
Gilliman appeared on the scene. Genevieve
had come to' pass the winter
rewas
She
with her aunt.
markably pretty, bright and fascinating and she had a fortune In her own
right. Genevieve could have had her
pick of a dozen devoted admirers, but
it was not long before Charlie Burson
seemed to have distanced the best of
them.
He was omnipresent. If Genevieve
happened to mention that she was going shopping the next morning she
found Charlie and his car out in front
If she
as she descended the steps.
went to an afternoon tea Charlie said
he could just as well as not come
around that way from the office and
take her home. If she was going to a
luuCheon he found time to take her
to it. Charlie- - was the sort of man
that any girl would be proud to be
seen with, being so good looking, popular and clever.
Charlie, when at home, talked a lot
about Genevieve Gilliman, praising her
unstintedly. Anthony listened silently as ho ate his dinner.
"You ought to meet her," Charlie
told his brother. "I know you don't
care for girls, but she's the sort to
bring you out and Interest you."
"Maybe," agreed Anthony. "But I'd
rather read than chatter. You go on
and glitter for the family, Charliei"
However, Anthony did allow himself
to be presented to the fascinating Miss
"She's a nice girl," he said
Gilliman.
afterward to Charlie.
"You make me tired!" exclaimed
Charlie, disgustedly. "You are a petrified plum. 'Nice girl,' indeed! Haven't
you brains enough to see what a rarity she is?"
"Oh, I haven't got time for that sort
of thing," said Anthony.
"Besides,
what show have I in the social game
alongside of you?"
ices

"He Gave

Me Cub Signals With His
Eyes and Hands."
was a big
fellow and I
decided he would be a good man to
play to as the stage director told me
when I first started always to pick
out one or two persons and aim at
them while acting. I never made a
worse guess in my life, even when
trying to figure whether Bender was
going to pitch a curve or a fan!. balL
"I hardly had got started when that
fellow began to give me the Cub signals with his eyes and hand3. The
first thing he did after catching my
eye was to slip me the hit and run
signal that Steinfeldt and I used last
year. I don't know how he got it,
but when he flashed It I began to
weaken. Then he switched and signalled me to bunt. I tried to get my
eyes off him and watch someone else,
but it wasn't any use. When I looked
back again he signalled me that I was
to cover second, using the same signal
Evers uses, and I nearly forgot what
I was doing. He had me on the run.
I was nearlng the climax of the act
and had almost forgotten him when I
happened to catch his eye again. He
was getting up from his seat and looked bored. Without a smile be signaled Chance's signal to steal. I stuck
to the base, but I never was more
tempted to try to steal into the
wings than I was right there.
"I don't know him or how he got his
his signals, but if he comes around
again I'll strike out sure."
easy-lookin- g

And thereby hangs this tale. See
retary Williams, of the Cubs, had been
on the road with the team. When he
left home there were hundreds of balls
boxed and ready for use, he
out
two
dozen
Jerked
balls,
and sent them to the umpires when
play started; but within two Innings
those balls had disappeared into the
crowd and the umpires were demanding more. Secretary Williams, summoned from his duties of watching the
crowds, rushed for new balls and to
his dismay discovered that only a bare
half dozen balls were left. The others
had disappeared. Not a ball that was
fouled off was coming back into play
and it was certain that the half dozen
new balls would not last mure than
an inning or two. Failure to furnish
balls meant forfeiture of the game and
the pennant for Pittsburg and it was
certain that Manager Clarke would
not hesitate to seize the advantage.
The situation called for action and
Secretary Williams acted.
It was Sunday and Spalding's store
was closed, but inside of three minCecil Ferguson, the Adonis of the
utes an automobile containing one of
Boston National league team, made
the park employees armed with a key what was
perhaps the most peculiar
to the store was racing down Jackson
ever made in the season of
assist
boulevard to bring balls. Meantime 1910. The
play came up late in the
season In a game against Brooklyn
and resulted in a victory for the Boston team. At least It prevented Brooklyn from taking the lead and as Boston afterward won the game th6
chances are the play turned the tide.
was pitching.
Both
Ferguson
teams had been hitting bard and making many runs and Fergy was thrown
In to save the day with a runner on
third base and one out. He pitched
well enough, but in spite of his efforts
the batter drove a fly to Miller, who
was over in deep left center. The
runner held his base and the batter
tore around first to race to second on
the throw to the plate. Ferguson
went over on a line between the short
stop and catcher, being ready to catch
the ball and throw to second base in
case he decided there wasn't a chance
to catch the runner going home. He
decided at the last instant that Mi"I'm Glad to See You Using Your ller's throw was good enough to catch
the runner at the plate and dodged
Noodle at Last."
quickly into a stooping position to let
Secretary Williams, with a bushel of the ball go on to Harry Smith, who
practice balls, balls that had been was catching. But n dodging Fergy
used and were being kept for morning miscalculated the shoot cf the ball,
practice work, was clinging to a which darted downward, cracking him
screen on top of the stand watching on the top of the head. Instead of
each ball that was fouled, off. Every losing the game the accident won it,
ball that he saw go into or over the as the ball carromed perfectly off the
stand and disappear he replaced with pitcher's pate into Smith's hands and
a practice ball tossed onto the field the runner was out at the plate by e
near the umpires.
foot.
And, as Fergy came to the bench
In spite of his work there were only
four balls in the hands of the umpires. Manager Fred Lake cruelly remarked:
Neither Clarke nor the umpires de- "I'm glad to see you using your noodle
tected the trick. By the fifth inning at last."
seven balls were In the hands of the (Copyright, 1911, by, Joseph B. Bowles.)
umpire. Sbeckard came to bat and
Life All Too Short.
fouled off four rapidly, and watch as
"It is a great honor for a statesman
he could Williams could only get one
back onto the field. Two more were to have his portrait circulated before
fouled off. An honest fan over In the the gaze of posterity on our national
ofright field crowd threw back one. He currency," remarked the treasury
did not know It, but his honesty may ficial. "Yes," replied Senator Sorghave saved the pennant for the Cubs. hum; "and yet did you ever know anyThe supply had dwindled until the body to hold on to a dollar bill long
umpire was demanding balls when enough to know whose picture is on
that one came back and It gave Will- it?" Washington Star. iams a new chance. He took desperate chances and threw three more
Invisible.
balls onto the field, all from different
which says,
"Here's a foot-not- e
points on top of the stand, and withSee Webster.' "
out arousing suspicion. Meantime the
"Meaning Noah?"
man who had gone after new balls
"Yes."
had been held up for speeding on the
"It would be a hard matter to
return trip from the store and was him now."

Charlie thanked Genevieve In a delicate way for being so good to Anthony and Btriving to talk to him.
"I appreciate it,' really," he told her.
"Poor old Tony doesn't exactly scinti-latand I know it was hard work for
e

you."

MONDAY, MAY 29, 191 1

.
Secretly he lelt that Genevieve did
it for bis sake. She seemed more
than kindly disposed toward him and
his devotion was so apparent that his
friends were beginning, to throw out
hints about a wedding. Charlie concluded that the matter might as well
be settled. So toward the end of the
winter he took Genevieve Into a secluded corner and In his most graceful manner asked her to marry nlm.
"Charlie," Genevieve said, laying
her hand affectionately on his arm,
"this is awfully good of you and I appreciate it I like you immensely
but I promised to marry Anthony this
morning."

BOAT ATTACKED BY

MONSTER S
they are hatched. Nevertheless, the
department of agriculture la taking a
census of the blrda and their habits.
0
It la estimated that there are
BATTLE
AFTER HARD
CREW
of them not including several
LAND LEVIATHAN WEIGHmillions of human geese, and aa many
ING 15 TONS.
human parrots, who echo what othera
This
would
estimate
say.
give us
only about 17 blrda apiece, and one la
almost Inclined to think sometimes THIRTY-SI- X
FEET IN LENGTH
that there are more than a billion
sparrows In the United States. But
the department Is studying the birds
Fish Identified as a
to find out how they held or hurt Huge
. and Thought to Be the Largest
crops, with a view to diminishing
Ever Caught in the Puget Sound
those which Injure, and increasing
Vicinity.
inthose which help by destroying the
sects which so seriously injure
Seattle, Wash. After a terrific
grains and fruits. Boy Life.
struggle lasting seven hours a gigantic shark 36 feet long and estimated to
weigh more than fifteen tons was capJoke on General Keifer.
a
to
box
Gen.
addressed
J, tured by the combined crews of the
Recently
W. Keifer was delivered in the office fishing boats Goodpartner and Pioneer
of the House Committee on Appro- II., between Port Angeles and Port
priations. When General Keifer open- Crescent. The monster Is believed to
ed the box he beamed. On top of be the largest fish ever caught in these
American Beauty roses was a card waters.
The Goodpartner and the Pioneer
saying the roses were from old friends
in Ohio. "There," said he proudly, as II., much battered and
he lifted the rose, "I may have been with half of the crews nursing more
defeated, but, by George, it gives a or less serious wounds, towed the
man some satisfaction to be remem- mammoth carcass into Elliott bay.
bered by bis friends In this fashion." In spite of the
power engine
"There seems to be some other mes- with which each is equipped", It took
sage for you," said a member of the the two boats 15 hours to get the carcommittee, examining the bottom of cass down from Port Townsend.
the box. General Keifer picked up the
When pulled to the surface the tail
box and read this Inscription:
"May was seen to be full of splinters and
he rest in peace." Back to the box blue paint, as the result of the strugwent the flowers, on the floor went gle to demolish the Goodpartner. The
the card and out the door went the shark is 18 feet in circumference at
general, while the members laughed Its middle and about twelve feet
at the general's failure to reoognize around the head. The huge triangular
the handwriting of a fellow committee- mouth on the under side is five feet
man.
across. The flukes of the powerful tail
are six feet apart. The body is gray
and covered with tiny spikes which
Allurements for Recruits.
make it feel like a file.
Mr. Haldane has done a good deal
One result of the shark's capture is
for the private soldier, but be cannot
that the crew of the Goodpartner wilt
offer recruits such Inducements aa
never do any more Sunday fishing.
those set forth in the Times of SepDragich and his five men
tember 25, 1801. Those willing to Join Captain
were hard at work early one Sunday
the light dragoons are Informed that
up their big salmon
they "will be mounted on the finest morning pulling
clothwith
horses in the world,
superb
ing, and the richest accputerments;
your pay and privileges are equal to
two guineas a week; you are everywhere respected; your society is
courted; you are admired by the fair,
which, together with the chance of
getting switched to a buxom widow or
brushing with a rich heiress, renders
the situation truly enviable and desirable. Young men out of employment or otherwise uncomfortable:
'There is a tide in the affairs of men
which, if taken at the flood, leads to
fortune." Nick it, and instantly apply
to the above." London Chronicle.
11
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Decoration of the Golden Rose.
While not precisely an order of chivalry or knighthood the Golden Rose
is a decoration-bestoweby the Popes
on those whom they wish to honor.
It is formed of wrought gold, and Is
blessed by the ..Pope on the fourth
Sunday in Lent The rose is anointed
with balsam, fumed with incense, and
sprinkled with musk, and Is placed on
the altar during mass. The golden
rose is usually presented to a Catholic prince or princess as a token of
papal esteem, with an appropriate
form of words. The custom of bestowing this decoration appears to
have originated about the thirteenth
century. Among the recipients have
been Henry VIII (who received It
three times), Mary of England, Mafia
Teresa, Napoleon III, and Isabella II
of Spain. The golden rose is one of
the most ancient of existing decorations, and is much valued by Its recipients.
The Song of Songs.
The Song of Songs needs no apology for Its character, or for its appearance in the Old Testament Canon.
It needs no Solomonic authorship or
allegorical interpretation to defend its
claim. Considering the time when it
was written, and that lc is an oriental
poem, its imagery is singularly pure.
It celebrates a fidelity so perfect, that
not even the most splendid King of
Israel, with all the gifts and blandishments at his command, could swerve
the Shulamlte maiden from her fond
allegiance to her rustio lover. It is a
poor business, throwing dirt at such a
book as this. Chadwlck: "The Bible
of Today."

Time byv Paternosters.
There are parts of the Roman Catholic world where timepieces In any
form are very few and far between,
and the priests and their people measure any small period of time Jjy going
through some religious exercise. They
will, for example, allow their tea to
draw while they can repeat a "miserere" very slowly. In the same way
some of the Protestant peasants of
the Rhine province will measure the
proper time for boiling an egg by reBut It Will Probably Be There.
the Lord's Prayer. In this
peating
"Now If the prosecuting attorney
country at one time It waa a very
hears of any grafting he will make common thing to speak of any action
you a heap of trouble. He's such a or occurrence continuing "for the
darned fool that he doesn't know any
apace of a Paternoster."
better than to be honest"
"Thanks for the tip. He won't hear
A Plebeian Queen.
of any."
"You won't do any, eh?"
The wife of King Nicholas of Monte"I mean Just what I said. He won't negro is the daughter of a farmer,
thus making her a plebeian queen in
hear of any."
the eyes of the other European royalties. Queen Milena is, however, an inof
Kind
Word
Encouragement.
tellectual woman and will look after
the
loqua"I must confess," said
her queenly duties in a way that will
cious person, "that I like to hear my- po doubt give satisfaction to all. She
self talk."
Is the mother of nine children, one of
"Oh, well," replied Miss Cayenne, whom is the queen of Italy; two are
the
old
adage says: wives of Russian grand dukes and
good
"you know
'A little nonsense now and then is one the wife of Prince Joseph of
"
"
relished by the best of men:' "
"
"

Danced on Husband's Grave.
When Erwln S. Moore, the Insurance man, saw a woman, evidently
in a high state of excitement, go rushing Into a cemetery the other day, ba
followed, intuitively thinking he might
be the agency in averting a tragedy,
according to the Cleveland Leader.
"But there waa no actual tragedy,"
saya Mr. Moore in telling of his experience. "The woman marched over,
to a newly-madgrave, in which as
I afterward learned her late husband
had. recently been laid to rest hopped
up and down on the freshly-turneearth two or three times and then,
turning to me, shouted with all her
strength: "At last I've got him wbert
I want him!'"
e
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Principal Subjects Offered:
New Postal Function.
"Another function seems likely to
be added to the already numerous duties or the postoffice authorities," says
the Japan Mail of Tokyo. "Letter carriers are to be Intrusted with the duty
of collecting debts. Formerly the Red
CrosB society, which has large collections to make from many quarters,
had recourse to the assistance of w ard
officials, who collected for the society

General History, English
Literature, Physics,
Chemistry, Zoology,
Classics, Modern
Languages, Special Courses for High School
Instructors. Vocal and
Instrumental Music.

at the same time that they collected

municipal dues. The governuu nt,
however, vetoed this procedure as irregular, and the Red Cross society
had to spend a considerable sum on
special collectors. The idea now la
to delegate to letter carriers that dutr
of collecting."
Portuguese Legion of Honor.
One of the first acts of the new Por
tuguese government on coming Into
power was to suppress the Order ol
Christ of Portugal, the red ribbon ot
which was so much esteemed. Then a
difficulty arose as to how they were to
reward their revolutionary friends.
Numbers were clamoring for recognition. Then the council met In solemn
conclave, and after a long discussion,
it was decided to create a Portuguese
Legion of Honor, and naturally they
decided that the ribbon should be
purple. The reason for the supprcs
slon of Portugal's famous honor is
stated by a Paris contemporary to
bav6 been due to a desire to placate
the
Queer Hobby of Eminent Man.
Dr. A. H. Mann, who has just received from the senate of Cambridge
university the honorary degree of M.
A., has been prominent in the musical
life of th- - university for many years.
Like many other professional musicians, be is devoted to antiquarian research, and otherwise varies his strictly professional duties by collecting
used railway tickets. No one knows
better than Dr. Mann how to get by
the ticket collector without giving up
his ticket, and he is said to have col
lected (with the help of friends) ovet
twelve thousand tickets which the uniformed ticket collectors overlooked.
Unprejudiced Good optnion. My wife's nephew is a sensible lad.
He reads my writings, likes my
and
lories, admires my &Jtflng,
thinks as I do In politics a youth, of
-

Fee for the Course
Five Dollars
Exclusive of Laboratory Fees
Circular of Information on
application to the Registrar
of the University.

Painting
And

Paper
Hanging
First class work
terials is my
and best of ma-

motto.cheerful-

Jrjsti-mate- s

ly given.

H. T. Davis
Phone Main 357.

parts and considerable promise
From Southey's "The. Doctor."

Shake Into Your Shoes
Allen's Foot-Easthe antiseptio powder. It relieves painful, smarting,
tender, nervous feet, and Instantly
takes the sting out of corns and
It's the greatest comfort discovery of the age. Allen's Foot-Eas- e
makes tight or new shoes feel easy. It
is a certain relief for sweating, callous, swollen, tired, aching feet. Always use it to break in new shoes.
Try it today. Sold everywhere, 25
cents. Don't accept any substitute.
Por FREE trial package, address Allen S. Olmsted, Le Roy, N. Y.
e,
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Minute Later it Appeared Alongside.

nets. They had not pulled very much
of it Into the boat when the leviathan
made its presence known by thumping the bottom of the Goodpartner
with Its tall. A minute later it appeared alongside and hit the
amidships.
Luckily the shark had entangled Its
front fins and its head in the stout
meshes of the net. Before It could
tear Itself free three thicknesses of
the net were wound around It. Then
the struggle began. The six men on
the Goodpartner worked desperately
to keep the head of the big fish near
g
the boat and the
tail
away. Again and again it would rear
Its big bulk out of the water and
smash in the sides of the cabin. Olat
Larsen, the youngest member of the
crew, had his arm broken, and Captain Dragich was cut in the head and
chest by flying glass.
The Pioneer II. came to the assistance of the desperate fishermen on
the Goodpartner after about an hour
of the conflict.' They towed the fish
and the boat to a sandy beach. Tackle
was fastened to a tree on the shore
and the Pioneer's winch managed to
pull the fighting fish into the shoal
water. As the tide ebbed the shark
was left high and dry, and its struggles diminished. At one o'clock Captain George Saeher of the Pioneer II.
got close enough to the fish to chop a
hole in its throat with an ax.
Besides the personal Injuries suffered by the various members of the
crew, a big net valued at $1,000 was
completely destroyed. When first examined the fish was believed to be a
whale or bashklng shark, but when it
was cut In two after fifteen minutes'
work with an ax bones were found
which Indicate that it Is a maneater.
The bones, from their size and weight,
are believed to be human, although
the largest fragment Is only four
Inches long, making it difficult to deGood-partn-

,

death-dealin-

cide.

Another unusual find in the stomach, which might be taken as an in-

dication that the bones are really human, 1b a piece of aluminum, now In
the possession of Captain Dragich.
None of the fishermen could explain
of what the thin curved plate .of aluminum had originally been a part As
son as they came ashore, however.
It was identified as part of a folding
camera.

bun-Ion-
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PILLS
CHICHESTER SHRANB.
A

jLadtea! Ask ymir ItriiKirUt for A
M.ohe.Rr'B lHamm.d TirnndV
PllUin K d and ttold inetallicW
boxes, sealed with Blue Ribbon. V
Take no other. limr of vim V
Urn PirUf. A,k for 'H I.'irKkL.TPn
JIAMONI It II A II PILLS, for ttfi,
yeus known as Best, Safest, Always Rellabla
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

m

TAX

ch

PAYMENT

NOTICE

The second half of taxes of A. D.
1910 Is payable now and will be delinquent and subject to a penalty after
June 1, 1911.
Dated at Las Vegas, N. M., May 11,
1911.

11-3-

EUGENIO

1

ROMERO.

Treasurer and Collector.

LAS VEGAS
HIS VICINITY has a clin-atof unsurpassed healthfulnesa with-lJ- k
out extremes of heat or cold, having nearly 300 days of
sunshine In the year.
The water supply is abundant and pure, furnished by mountain
streams or from wells of not great depth.
The annual rainfall amounts to nearly 19 inches, average, occur
ring principally In July and August.
The soil is highly fertile and easy ot working, being generally
sandy loam especially retentive ot moisture.
Lands here are lower in price than we know of anywhere else
where conditions are equally good.
Crops- - are principally alfalfa, oats, wheat, potatoes, corn and forage. Sugar beets promise to be profitable.
"Dry Farming," practiced scientifically, is proving to be successful
here, a large area being under cultivation.
An irrigation system to cover many thousand arces surrounding
the city is now being constructed.
Mining developments in' the adjacent mountains are showing np
very promising values. Building stone of superior Quality Is Quarried
nearby.
The Pecos National Forest, which is near, affords excellent grazing for large numbers of cattle and horses at a nominal cost. Stock
raising is a profitable business.
A great natural pleasure ground abounds In this National Forest,
with its grand scenery. Its trout streams and big game.
Beautiful mountain resorts with In easy access ot the city are open
all the year for health or pleasure seeEers. '
)
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(Tomorrow, May 30th

Decoration Day
Our Sjtore
will close at noon
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. LOCAL NEWS
Don't go to the Duncan opera house
on Tuesday evening, if you can't
laugh.

j

,

"

A Five

FOR 30 DAYS

flay Save You $5.00

See JShlney and GubbWaT'TheTTun"
can opera house, Tuesday evening.
Tickets at Murphey's.

LUDWIQ WH. ILFEL5T Agent

i

Hart, Schaffner & Marx
FINE CLOTHING

PHONE MAIN 379

,

Charles B, Irvin of Yankee, Colfax
Try White Kitchen meals, 25 cents.
county, has been appointed postmast The place that is clean.
er for that place. -

Every Sack Guaranteed
A

Las Vegas

Roller Mills

Phone Alain 131

4

ESTABLISHED 18 76

The

Rirst National Bank
OF

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier
General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.
A

DRY CLEANING
Requires a skillful process To take a garment
and clean it without shrinking or spoiling the shape
requires experience. We have been in the business
for a number of years and have the experience.

The Kareful Klothing Kleaning Ko.
Phone Vegas 450

614 Lincoln Avenue

You are invited by the seniors of
the New Mexico Normal University
10 see tneir play "Cupid at Vassar." lit
the Duncan opera house. Tuesdav
evening. Tickets "50, 35 and 25 cents,
at Murpbey's.

Gnaubarta and Hoffman have leased
the building on Bridge street for
merly occupied by El Palaclo and will
open there in the near future a general merchandise store.

Old Crow sold over the bar at
A party of fishermen on the Hand
Long's Buffet.
lakes yesterday afternoon were marooned in their motor boat when Ben
The E. Romero Hose and Fire com Strickfadden
dropped the engine orank
pany will leave its .station tomorrow in ten feet of water.
They were resafternoon at 2 o'clock and go to the cued
.by another fisherman In a row
cemeteries to decorate the graves of boat. Strickfadden wanted to
dive
deceased members of the organiza- after the crank
but his friends refused
tion. All members are requested to to allow him to
do so.
be at the station at 1:30 o'clock. The
company assesses a fine of $5 against
The hall storm of yesterday after
all members who fail to attend the
noon was not nearly so severe in the
Memorial day exercises.
neighborhood of Watrous and on the
Lunch every morning at 10 o'clock mesa as it was in Las Vegas and it
is believed the dry farmers escaped
at Long's Buffet,
with little damage. The rain, howA large advance sale of ticekts for ever, was much heavier. The Arroyo
"Cupid at Vassar," the play to be riv Pecos was running eo high last night
en tomorrow night by the senior class that returning fishermen were obliged
of the New Mexico Normal Univer to come in from Los Alamos by way
sity a,t the Duncan opera house, has of the mesa, except E. D. Raynolds,
been made. An appreviative audieneo who successfully piloted his big
is exp ectefl. The cast is a talent erf Chalmers car through the heavy mud
one an. 4 tfhe play is full of fun. Those and forded the swollen stream.
who ha ve not secured tickets may do
bo at A tnrphey's drug store.
Sheriff Secundino Romero yesterday
took ten prisoners, convicted and senAlwayi I get the best at Nolette's tenced at the last term of the dis
barber si vqp.
trlct court for San Miguel county, to
Santa Fe. He was assisted by Tour
Philip c fctildhan. a well known Las deputies. Joseph Wiggins was not in
Who has Just returned "..he number. It is understood he will
Vegas boj
from Ft
fBrth, "Tex., where 'he had remain In the county Jail until his
een attent tog Ft. Worth university. appeal to the supreme court is de
won a sch( tetrship in the
cided. Many of the relatives and
the unHsrsity for friends of the prisoners were present
emy departn lent
the highest a JRerage in his class. His at the station to bid them farewell. A
grade was 95 'Hr2. As a nrlze he re large crowd of curious people also
ceived a comi liete 'Set of Stevenson's gathered around to get a look at the
works. The voi tng man is Justly proud criminals.
of his record as ' save ttfao'his numerous
friends.
Passengers on Santa Fe train No. 1
which arrived "here on time, said they
saw a genuine water spout between
Watrous and Onava. A dark. low.
hanging cloud took the shape of a
lunnei ana some of the passengers
from Kansas began feelins rleht at
home, believing they were going to
witness a nice, homelike cyclone. The
cloud sank quickly toward the earth.
when the whole lower portion seemed
to drop from place and a
deluge of
water poured out on the earth.
th
cloudburst appeared to be ahont
n.
and a "half from the train.
sub-aca- d
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THIS STOBE

I

THE

will close

at noon
tomorrow

J. H. STEARNS

3

MOST WONDERFUL
EVER ACCOMPLISHED

The greatest and most heroic
feats
of centuries was
accomplished by New
Mexico cowboys, that of
roping the
mighty rhinocerous and the king of
beasts, the African lioji, and other
iciuvioua inunais. Buff a o .Tono u
...
lere in neraon and win iot...
.t?VlUl7 kl .
the opera hpuae tonight. His ler,irp
b&m startled the world and none
should miss It. General Snvman. th
great Boer general who has been
among the wild beasts of Africa, will
preside and Introduce Col. Jonea. Miss
Premo will sing "In the Land of th
Buffalo" and Miss Jessie Jones
preside at the piano.

GROCER.

Schaffner

Your Spring Suit

united with

& Marx,

Ederhsimer, Stein

& Co.,

We cover Each Sale'with Vn ABSOLUTE
Both from

In a sea of mud the Railroaders vbs- terday afternoon defeated the Raton
team of the Santa Fe league on its
own grounds. The final score was 12
to 10. "Red" Youne Ditched and So...
aoval did the catching. Rain fell In
.
T)A...
iiaiuu ...ill
unui t o ciock and the game
was not begun until that hour. This
makes two straight games the Rail
roaaers nave taken from Raton Thv
are planning to get the scalps of sev
eral other Santa Fe teams. Barr and
Sandoval will make ud the hattorv
for the Railroaders In their game with
.
r
iuo- maroons
tomorrow.

the Manufacturer and

and Michaels Stern.

Guarantee of Satisfaction

From

DECORATION

TV

A

V-

HARVEY'S OPEN NOW
This famous mountain resort is now
ready for its 29th season. H. A. Har
vey will welcome the guests as of old.
Miss Burnham will see to their comfort and enjoyment. Terms as usual.
$10 per week. Carriage out each Wnd- nesday and Saturday morning, return
ing Tuesdays and Fridays: fare fl
each way.
each way. Leave orders at Murphey's
drag store or Harris Real Estat of
fice.

Let us Launder
Your Curtains
This Spring
Your

curtains need

You'll Like Our Work.

remarkable buy in Large Japanese Matting Rugs

AT 50 CENTS EACH

while they last

These Rugs sold for $1.50 formerly.
SEE OUR WINDOW

J. C. JOHNSEN & SON, Exclusive Agents
"Complete Furnishers of Home"

Screened and Lump Raton Cerrlllos

CO A

LA NO WOOD

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

launder-

ing this spring. The usage they
have received and the dust
they have abaorbed during the
winter, makes them unfit to
hang the entire summer. Send
your curtains to iis, when you
take them down and you will
be pleasantly surprised by their
appearance when we return
them. We wash them clean,
without damaging them; we
starch them Just stiff enough
to drape right and hold their
shape, and we dry them perfectly square, even and the exact size as when sent us.

Anthracite

r

Coal, all

sizes-Ste-

am

Coal

Sawed Wood and Kindling

"" d. iv. c ono orj
Don't Borrow Your
Neighbor's

Paper-Subscr- ibe

Today for
W?e Optic and Have
One of Your Own

Try It

Phone Main 81.

RETAIL PRICES
2,000 lbs. or More, Each
Delivery
1,000 Iba. to 2,000 lb.., Each
200 lb., to 1,000 .b... Each Delivery
60 lb to 200 lb.. Each
Deliver
Than 50 ,- b- E
.. .::::::::::::::-5tppeePri1-

It "
8PeP
PW

...i'.

KNORR BOUILLON
CONSOMME IN CUBES

l

1

E

AGUA PURA COMPANY

Contains all the nutritive
and
invigorating' elements of beef
combined with the
flavoring
of fresh vegetables.
Nothing
required but hot water to
Make Instantly

and Pie Platej

a large cup of
excellent clear
consomme'.
Knorr's Cubes

INrsiLVER PLATE

35c

.

i.

n?

S

AT

'

21

Las Vegas Steam Laundry

1? Cubes in a Box

if

Beyond the Reach of Competition

vegetable' o.)

J
OniohOcc'
SBii
Perry
sf

.

manner every soup, sauce or

DAY

Evergreen, Magnolia Leal, or Fresh Flowers :
25 cents and up.

GREENBERGER

also improve
Jn a surpising

Don't Forget n Wreath for

THE GRAAF & HAYWARD COMPANY

n

Hih Quality and plenty of Style is a
rare Combination Indeed and this It Especially True when
you get
the Latest Productions from such Reliable Manufacturers as Hart.
Economy,

FEAT

at 12 m.

TuesdayMay 30,1911

Get-i-

g

MM

This Store will close

Your

Quality and Style with Low Price

Mrs. O'Brien will give a Decoration
Dan Padilla's Albuquerque Grays
day dance Tuesday evening in RosenFinch's Golden Wedding Rye. aged
were defeated yesterday in Santa Fe
thal hall. Good muslo and an excel- In the wood. Direct
from distillery
lent floor.
by the score of 10 to 9. Rube Weeks,
to you. At the Lobby, of course.
Albuquerque's star pitcher, was knock
The seniors of the Normal Univer
ed out of the box and
who
The Fraternal Brotherhood will followed him, was CBannon,
sity will entertain you in a roaring
unable to hold
farce, at the Duncan opera house, hold its regular meeting tonight in down the Ancient City aggregation
its lodge rooms on 'Fountain Square. once it had started its
Tuesday 'evening.
hitting- - streak.
Santa Fe will play a return game in
"Cupid at Vassar' is a rollicking.
The finlld of fit. Paul's Monuirinl Albuquerque next Sunday.
roaring,
play which will Episcopal church will meet tomorrow
be given at the Duncan opera house afternoon at 2:30 o'clock with
Try White Kitchen meals. 25 cents
Mrs.
on Tuesday evening.
The place that is clean.
A. H. Whi'more.

a

Our Pride Flour
$1. 3G per Sack

of

Tho Homo

Positively no camping, fishing' or
hunting allowed on pur- - ranch. t.C.
U
W. and P. J. Wesnett.Ob?

mirth-makin-

At

1

Greenberger's

ninutes Walk

,

s

f

"'- -

L
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You will be iappy, if you buy your
tickets of the genial Murphey and go
to see "Cupid at Vassar."

US

MONDAY. MAY 29, 191 1

BOUCHER'S
(The Coffee Man.)
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